Hello everyone
We hope this finds you and yours well and we are happy to be updating you all with the latest
info on Action Dog Sports, USCSS, GLASWC, VCSWC and WWDAT classes and events. After
over 2 months of Safer at Home orders we have been working with Ventura County to be able
to begin to open back up with local and Federal, CDC, AKC and our own safety guidelines and
measures in place. We are thrilled to report we received the OK to open up on May 18, 2020 !!!
While we are sure you are as happy as we are that progress to normalcy is beginning, we
understand and respect your personal choice of entering a trial or attending a lesson or not.
If you are sick, health compromised, not comfortable, not willing to follow the safety
guidelines or need to continue to stay at home for your own health or the health of family
members PLEASE STAY HOME and DO NOT ENTER events or participate in lessons.
It’s ALL GOOD. We are taking every step we can to provide a fun and safe experience for all.
Please have patience as we are working on the event calendar and lesson schedule now,
submitting applications, finding new officials where needed and continuing to outline safety
measures and protocols for each sport as well as lessons. We are trying to have all the June
events listed on our ADS Upcoming Events and maybe adding a few :) For now - our agility
trials will be only offering Jumpers & Standard - and will possibly be limiting entries, staggering
check-in times by heights to start off with. Each Sport will have its own set of Best Practices that
every competitor will be required to read, sign and include with entry and payment.
We have all experienced how fluid this entire pandemic event has been with things changing
day to day even hour to hour and that this is new territory that we are all navigating so in an
effort to stay leading edge in areas of efficiency, ease and safety - changes will be made as we
go along and as needed. We are including our ADS - Agility Best Practices document so you
can get an idea of what we are doing and what to sort of expect for the other sports. Final
confirmations for each event will include specifics for that event.
We will send out another email when the premiums are available and now is a great time to sign
up for the remind app. That is where I post short sweet updates on all of our sports!
We will have all the info and premiums up as soon as they are available.
For Scent work, Fast Cat and Rally: www.socalscentwork.com
For agility trials : www.wwdat.us
For training, classes and other events such as Barn Hunt and Seminars :
www.actiondogsports.com
So onward and upward!! Looking forward to some fun events this year with friends and pups!!
As always, we appreciate your support.
Julie & Daneen
We ALWAYS have fun stuff in the works!!
* Agility Trials * Scent Work Trials * Fast Cat Tests * Rally Trials * Barn Hunt Trials *
* Fun Days * Farm Dog Tests *CGC Testing * Trick Testing *
For a list of all our upcoming events - ALL SPORTS -

